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Economic Development Working Team
Preliminary Action Plan ‐ Background

There have been five major studies of Chinatown, with substantive recommendations, conducted 
between 2003 and 2008, addressing  the issues of history, commerce, social stability and 
affordability, representing over $1,000,000 in funding investment from City, State and Foundation 

grants.
Each offered notably similar strategies and solutions

Each gathered large numbers of Chinatown stakeholders and interviewed hundreds of businesses

Each utilized a broad spectrum of public and private data

Since these studies were published the Chinatown and Little Italy Historic District has been designated 
in the National Register of Historic Places (February 12, 2010) recognizing and memorializing 

Chinatown’s sense of place and cultural contributions.

The Economic Working Team has relied heavily on these prior examinations and collaborations in 
formulating the following Preliminary Action Plan for the purpose of a 197A Plan to be submitted by 
the Chinatown Working Group. You will find them referenced throughout and listed in the 
bibliography.
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Preliminary Action Plan

• Five Goals

1. Promote economic development strategies in Chinatown that 
will: [1]

Broaden the base of businesses and classifications
Increase opportunity for local employment
Support entrepreneurism
Expand job skills
Improve Chinatown’s opportunity to attract customers, 
patrons and visitors as a distinct and contributing New 
York City entity

2. Create and integrate education and training opportunities to 
improve business practices, labor conditions and employee skills.  
[2], [3]

3. Provide targeted business assistance to support business 
expansion: entrepreneurial incubators; new business investment 
programs/funds. [1]
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Economic Development Working Team
Preliminary Action Plan

• Five Goals

4. Coordinate and promote long-term environmental and business 
improvement efforts for the purpose of raising the community’s 
image, to sustain economic vitality and allow for evolving Asian
identity in the area. [4]

5. Pursue transformational development projects that can strengthen
Chinatown’s inherent cultural, social and economic assets. [1], [2], [4]

[1] Revitalizing Chinatown Businesses:  Challenges and Opportunities, Asian American Federation Study, 
2008.    http://www.aafny.org/research/rcb/revitalize_chinatown.pdf .  See also Membership:  
http://www.aafny.org/general/members.asp

[2] Chinatown:  Where Tradition Meets Tomorrow, Columbia University Urban Planning Studio, 2003, pg 
14

[3] Working but Poor, Asian American Poverty in New York City - Policy Considerations; Asian 
American Federation Report, Oct. 2008, p 8.  
http://www.aafederation.org/research/wbp/Poverty%20Report%20Exec%20Sum.pdf

[4] America’s Chinatown:  A Community Plan (Rebuilding Chinatown Initiative (RCI) April 2004), pgs. 
13-15. http://www.rebuildchinatown.org/doc/RCI_Part1%262.pdf

Photographs:  Top - Pell SE From Mott, 1899, NYPL Photography Collection
Bottom – Pell SE From Mott, 2010, Z. Jones
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Economic Development Working Team
Current Conditions ‐ General

• The Obstacles *
A negative image of Chinatown makes it difficult for businesses to attract customers. 

Inconvenient physical environment, with dirty, crowded streets
Traffic and parking problems
Unfriendly business treatment of customers, marked by gruffness, limited English ability and 
cash-only sales.

Deficiencies in Chinatown’s building stock, plus related zoning, land-use and real estate issues, 
constrain business expansion. Need high-quality, appropriate commercial space; easement of 
zoning restrictions. 

Growth-constraining business practices impede competitiveness - For example, similar 
businesses competing only on price leads to businesses cutting quality and wages to survive. 

Market Demand - Too many businesses open without sufficient market demand for their services. 

* Revitalizing Chinatown Businesses:  Challenges and Opportunities, Asian American Federation Study, 2008, 
page 7   http://www.aafny.org/research/rcb/revitalize_chinatown.pdf
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Economic Development Working Team
Current Conditions ‐ General

• The Obstacles*
Access since 9/11- Park Row and additional security restrictions – temporary and permanent -
have greatly reduced the flow in and out of Chinatown from government and financial district 
customers as well as tourists.  See also Traffic and Transp WT.

Reduction of surface public transit throughout Chinatown and especially east and west on Canal 
St. See also Traffic and Transp WT.

Lack of uniform and consistent way-finding to Chinatown on major arteries

Inefficient use of existing plaza’s and public right of ways which are also not well lit, unclean.

Sidewalk Commerce – a traditional and cultural identity for Chinatown, it is currently lacking 
variety and organization to enhance its use.

Sidewalk Cafes - Most of Chinatown is not included in areas where sidewalk cafes are allowed.  
Of special note is a cultural bias for not eating on the street, which may not contribute to the 
economic potential in tourism.  See Research and References – Sidewalk Café Regulations

*  Cited in AAFNY, Rebuild Chinatown Initiative, Columbia Design Studio 
and LMDC Studies as well as Econ Team meetings.
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Current Conditions ‐ General

• Positive Trends *
Data from second quarter 2001 to second quarter 2004:

The health care and social assistance segment both showed a 13 percent increase in 
establishments.  [NOTE: These categories have continued to grow from 2005 to the present]

Average wages in the health care and social assistance industry advanced 21 percent. Personal-
care businesses, such as nail and beauty salons, generally are faring well, although signs of 
oversaturation are emerging.

12 percent rise in number of arts, entertainment and recreation establishments 

Four (4) percent increase in establishments and a 35 percent jump in average wages in 
professional, scientific and technical services sector. [NOTE: The number of businesses in these 
categories has continued to grow since 2005; no wage data has been explored]

The finance and insurance industry, including insurance agencies and banks, saw gains of 8 
percent in the number of establishments and 12 percent in employment. There are over $6 Billion 
in assets in banks in Chinatown.

* Revitalizing Chinatown Businesses:  Challenges and Opportunities, Asian American Federation Study, 2008, page 8  
http://www.aafny.org/research/rcb/revitalize_chinatown.pdf

See also:  Chart of Chinatown Businesses, Employment and Wages table in Addenda
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Strategies ‐ General

• Business Assistance Programs *
Community Benefit Agreements – (See Research & References) Through a combination of City, 
State and Federal legislations incorporated into development proposals (colleges and universities 
as well as corporations) within the Chinatown area, incentivize:

Training and oversight for cooperative and collaborative retail ventures – reducing operating costs for small 
business entrepreneurs and increasing success rates
Access to capital for investment in business improvements – Institute an Economic Development Corporation 
Chinatown Initiative linked to Asian Banks.
Advising and assisting business owners on business strategy, market research and marketing, training 
toward better business practices, employee wages and benefits and compliance issues.
Educating business owners and employees on cleanliness, customer service orientation, compliance issues
and civic responsibilities.

Increasing the use of English in businesses.

Strengthen and professionalize business and trade associations.
*  Summaries taken from:

CAAAV’s Chinatown Justice Project, Converting Chinatown, A report of CAAAV Organizing Asian Communities and the Community Development 
Project of the Urban Justice Center, December 2008, http://www.urbanjustice.org/pdf/publications/ConvertingChinatown_dec08.pdf

* Revitalizing Chinatown Businesses:  Challenges and Opportunities, Asian American Federation Study, 2008, 
http://www.aafny.org/research/rcb/revitalize_chinatown.pdf
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Economic Development Working Team
Strategies ‐ Streetscapes

Bright yellow areas indicate possible locations for various sidewalk/pedestrian and plaza enhancements 
described in previous studies and on the following pages
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Economic Development Working Team
Strategies ‐ General

• Streetscapes, Pedestrian Access and Street Vending

Create Sidewalk Vending Regs just for Chinatown to make vending more attractive, consistently 
displayed and improve customer access: improve massing; enhance pedestrian flow for broader 
Chinatown exposure, consider no-vending areas where cultural performances and holiday rituals 
can be shared; define amt of space allowed by vendors in Chinatown Special District's). [1]

Incorporate wider sidewalk standards where new building/developments occur where vending or 
public plaza space might be allowed – increasing cultural entrepreneurism and job opportunities
Cultural/Historic Preservation as an economic enhancement.  Provide for opportunities to 
showcase cultural and historic resources as an additional unique enhancement to NYC and 
tourist markets. [2] Utilize signage, sidewalk plaques, directional markers to highlight way-finding 
to cultural landmarks and destinations.

[1] Fundamentals of Chinatown Special District, CAPZ 11/10/09
[2] Culture and Preservation Working Team recommendation

Additional Area Study:  Public Spaces - Allen & Pike Streets: A Community Vision, (Hester St. Collaborative, Project for Public Spaces) 2008,  
pgs.  22, 30; Division and East Broadway pg. 37. http://www.hesterstreet.org/documents/allenstudy.pdf
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Economic Development Working Team
Strategies ‐ General

• Streetscapes, Pedestrian and Vehicular Access * 

Plazas and Limited Vending - Perhaps for defined hours of the day; concentrate on areas that 
help in connecting Chinatown – east and west of Bowery and to adjoining neighborhoods. 
Prevent negative affects –over-commercial use and late night disturbance of residencies, 
refuse/rats - by creating a physical design and city permitting structure that will prevent abuse, 
encourage low-cost entrepreneurism or art display. 
Experiment with time-of-day closings. As with Orchard Street in the Lower East Side, street 
closings could be confined to special events and weekend afternoons and evenings; and 
accomplished through use of temporary bollards.
Minimize the inconvenience to businesses.  Surveys show that 80 percent of deliveries are on 
weekday mornings, when the streets would remain open. 
Design the closings with emergency access in mind. The temporary bollards can be pliable, for 
uninterrupted passage by emergency vehicles. No dining and sales should be allowed in the 
street bed. 

* Recommendations from Rebuild Chinatown Initiative, http://www.rebuildchinatown.org/doc/RCI_Part1%262.pdf
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Economic Development Working Team
Areas of Focus

We have organized the remaining Action Plan into 
discussions of geographic areas with specific 
recommendations to be reviewed by the Planning 
Consultants in their various considerations of Zoning 
options and modifications

To accomplish the goals previously set forth 
To correct the obstacles still present in 
Chinatown economy
To optimize growing trends apparent in 
Chinatown and in economic growth sectors
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Economic Development Working Team
Current Conditions:  Canal to Worth St.

(Baxter, Mulberry, Mott, Elizabeth)

Built Environment

The area is populated by small merchants, 
small property owners – with a few notable 
institutional, commercial and residential 
exceptions of much larger proportions in 
later vintage.  Residency is largely of old 
law tenement type, with rent-stabilized 
tenancies that will age out of affordability, 
in old buildings above the area of the 
second floor.  Few buildings comply with 
the currently zoned ratio of commercial to 
residential FAR. Old stock, zoning 
restrictions and rising costs encourage 
commercial and residential over-crowding.
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Economic Development Working Team
Current Conditions:  Canal to Worth St. 

(Baxter, Mulberry, Mott, Elizabeth)

Commercial crowding, sidewalk vending, subdivided spaces
add to congestion on sidewalks 
Park Row and security closures have diminished evening 
restaurant business
Built environment needs restoration and re-invention to attract 
broader retail categories and to sustain existing and future 
residencies – affordable and market rate. 
No incentive for contextual development of under-built stock
Too many similar retail offerings - price-only competition in 
retail environment

Summarized from:
Revitalizing Chinatown Business, Asian American Federation, 

May 2008, pg vii-viii.  
http://www.aafny.org/research/rcb/business%20executive%20summary.pdf

Small businesses are struggling to survive in Chinatown, Converting Chinatown, A report of CAAAV 
Organizing Asian Communities and the Community Development Project of the Urban Justice 

Center, December 2008, pgs 19-21. 
http://www.urbanjustice.org/pdf/publications/ConvertingChinatown_dec08.pdf
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Economic Development Working Team
Strategies: Canal to Worth St.

(Baxter, Mulberry, Mott, Elizabeth)
Chinatown’s cultural landscape should derive design vitality from fusing and juxtaposing 

Asian and American, modern and traditional, historic and ethnic. 
The community aspires to the excitement of Hong Kong and Shanghai, 

not the fakery of Disneyland or purity of Kyoto.[1]

Provide for limited development -New and green businesses,  training centers, cultural centers 
and galleries, increased high-tech infrastructure, incentives for targeted renovation/development 
on vacant and under-built lots.  A “mixed use” framework would better suit this particular area 
with a flexible live/work composition that could support more permanently affordable residential 
units [2].  See Clinton Special Purpose District as an example of contextual and affordable 
preservation [3}

Establish identifiable design standards -Signage, storefronts,  materials, lighting, street-walls, 
sidewalk commerce, pedestrian traffic, set-backs, rear yards. [4]

[1] America’s Chinatown:  A Community Plan (Rebuilding Chinatown Initiative (RCI) April 2004), pgs. 13-15. 
http://www.rebuildchinatown.org/doc/RCI_Part1%262.pdf

[2] Mixed Use District - A mixed use district is a special zoning district in which new residential and non-residential (commercial, community facility 
and light industrial) uses are permitted as-of-right. In these districts, designated on zoning maps as MX with a numerical suffix, an M1 district is 
paired with an R3 through R9 district.

[3] The Special Clinton District (CL), http://www.nyc.gov/html/dcp/pdf/zone/art09c06.pdf
[4] America’s Chinatown:  A Community Plan (Rebuilding Chinatown Initiative (RCI) April 2004), pgs. 7, 13-15. 

http://www.rebuildchinatown.org/doc/RCI_Part1%262.pdf
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Economic Development Working Team
Division and East Broadway

(Bowery to Pike Sts.)
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Economic Development Working Team
Current Conditions: Division and East Broadway

(Bowery to Pike Sts.)

The major business and commercial district east of the 

Bowery these blocks house a wide variety of small 
businesses – office and retail with very little residency [1]

Under-built as well as overbuilt parcels in this envelope and 
two large lots on Pike St. vacant for development.[1]

Vacancies - Some now vacant spaces may be suitable for 
light manufacture or institutional art and culture tenancies. 
[1]
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Economic Development Working Team
Current Conditions: Division and East Broadway

(Bowery to Pike Sts.)

Under-Utilized plazas - This area also encompasses malls, 
some large and not well lit sidewalk areas and significant 
free-form sidewalk vending under and around the 
Manhattan Bridge .[2]

Streetscape, pedestrian/visitor connections with central 
Chinatown and retail signage identity inconsistent [3]

[1] Working Team Walking Tour and Research of DOB records and registrations.  See 
addenda for table.  
See
http://picasaweb.google.com/marketxmarket/ChinatownPreservationTour1?feat=dir
ectlink for photographic documentation.

[2] Revitalizing Chinatown Business,  Asian American Federation, May 2008, pg vii-viii.  
http://www.aafny.org/research/rcb/business%20executive%20summary.pdf

[3] Chinatown:  Where Tradition Meets Tomorrow, Columbia University Urban Planning 
Studio, 2003.  
http://www.rebuildchinatown.org/doc/ColumbiaUnivFullReport2003.pdf
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Economic Development Working Team
Strategies: Division and East Broadway

(Bowery to Pike Sts.)

• Special Purpose District Framework  [1]

Provide for limited development -New and green businesses,  training centers, cultural centers 
and galleries, increased high-tech infrastructure, incentives for targeted renovation/development 
on vacant and under-built lots. 
Retain characteristics of a Commercial Zone
Recognize historic and cultural contextuality

• Establishing identifiable design standards [2] 

Signage, storefronts,  materials, lighting, street-walls, set-backs
Sidewalk commerce, 
Pedestrian access

• Streetscape Improvements [3]

[1] http://www.rebuildchinatown.org/doc/ColumbiaUnivFullReport2003.pdf , pg 34
[2] America’s Chinatown:  A Community Plan, (Rebuild Chinatown Initiative, April 2004, http://www.rebuildchinatown.org/doc/RCI_Part1%262.pdf pgs7, 13
[3] http://www.rebuildchinatown.org/doc/RCI_Part1%262.pdf , pg 45
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Economic Development Working Team
Current Conditions: Grand to Walker St.

(btw. Lafayette, Center, West side of Baxter Sts.)
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Economic Development Working Team
Current Conditions: Grand to Walker St.

(btw. Lafayette, Center, West side of Baxter Sts.)

Above street level space underutilized on north side of Canal.

Current M1-5B zoning does not allow private medical facilities, 
undergraduate classrooms, theaters of more than 99 seats –a 
deterrent for cultural live or art film venues, does not allow mixed 
residential/commercial use..[1], [2]

Lost manufacturing jobs (out of 21,000…16,000 gone)…garment 
industry (staggering loss of jobs)[3].  Chinatown garment 
manufacture was highly concentrated in the area north of Canal 
from Broadway to Centre Sts.

[1] “Another deleterious effect of this zoning is the frequently used alternative BSA conversions to 
high-end residential uses, contributing to rapidly rising rents for residential, manufacturing, 
commercial as well as residential space.” Chinatown:  Where Tradition Meets Tomorrow, 
Columbia University Urban Planning Studio, 2003

[2] Chinatown:  Where Tradition Meets Tomorrow, Columbia University Urban Planning Studio, 
2003, pgs. 24-25

[3] Building Trust, by Robert Webber, NHI, Shelterforce Online, Issue #146, Summer 2006:
http://nhi.org/online/issues/146/buildingtrust.html
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Economic Development Working Team
Current Conditions: Grand to Walker St.

(Lafayette, Center, West side of Baxter Sts.)

Empty office space … in non-residential buildings.  The exit of garment 
manufacture has left many manufacturing buildings vacant and their 
infrastructure  and configuration uncompetitive with alternative and more 
modern manufacturing and commercial uses.

Health and Social Service Growth needs places to locate
Health and social services is the second largest employer. ….These 
[health] establishments are probably hospitals or medical centers, which 
most likely do not employ the majority of their staff from among
Chinatown’s immigrant population. [3]

[3] Chinatown:  Where Tradition Meets Tomorrow, Columbia University Urban Planning Studio, 2003, pg. 
15
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Economic Development Working Team
Strategies: Grand to Walker St.

(Lafayette, Center, West side of Baxter Sts.)

Economic Opportunity District
Modify existing use groups but preserve light manufacturing opportunities.  See TriBeCa Special 
Purpose District http://www.nyc.gov/html/dcp/pdf/zone/art11c01.pdf

Include anti-displacement criteria for existing AIR and other DHCR Rent Stabilized units.  See 
http://www.nyc.gov/html/dcp/pdf/zone/art09c06.pdf

Create space for business incubators and cooperatives:  Clothing and designer garment finishing 
(supporting Fashion Week and designers), Home Furnishing Design; Culinary Product; 
Technology assembly.   [1]

Re-Purpose Garment Industry Skills -extremely important in worker base.  Create opportunities for 
garment sample assembly, fashion showcase, important to this resource. [2]

Re-Invent Light Mfg – Garment/furniture design, electronic assembly/packaging and product 
testing facilities, art or craft creation.  Amend Land-Use definitions if necessary.  See  TriBeCa 
Mixed-Use Special District
www.nyc.gov/html/dcp/pdf/zone/art11c01.pdf

[1] Chinatown:  Where Tradition Meets Tomorrow, Columbia University Urban Planning Studio, 2003, pgs. 26-26 
[2] http://www.rebuildchinatown.org/doc/RCI_Part1%262.pdf, pg. 21
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Economic Development Working Team
Strategies: Grand to Walker St.

(Lafayette, Center, West side of Baxter Sts.)

Economic Opportunity District (cont’d)
Investigate Manufacturing Cooperatives with resident training programs and classroom spaces, to 
increase new business opportunities and introduce new skills for labor force.

Develop Training Centers:  Adopt “English Language Learners (ELL) programs among employers 
for immigrants…job training, skill building all ages/skills. Incentivize educational, cultural, 
financial institution and community facilities investment in Chinatown facilities to promote jobs 
and skills with higher wage opportunities.[2]

[1] http://www.rebuildchinatown.org/doc/RCI_Part1%262.pdf, pg. 21
[2] See Cultural and Historic Preservation Preliminary Action Plan, Item 1, paragraph vi
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Economic Development Working Team
Strategies: Grand to Walker St.

(Lafayette, Center, West side of Baxter Sts.)

• Upzone blocks bordered by Canal, Walker, Lafayette and Baxter

These blocks are currently M1-5 where manufacturing use is highly unlikely.  The blocks relate to 
the built environment to the south.
As a center triangle and at the MTA Hub these blocks would provide an exceptional opportunity 
for the “transformational” project cited in the AAFNY, Rebuild Chinatown Initiative and the 
Columbia Studio studies.
Incentivize the inclusion of a major cultural tenancy
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Economic Development Working Team
Strategies:  Chinatown Special Permit

• Chinatown Special Permit
There are five areas with lots or groupings of lots with less than 20% coverage south of Grand St 
and North of Worth St.  Their current zoning envelopes differ significantly but the opportunity for 
development is immanent.  A Chinatown Special Permit could focus on development of multi-
purpose signature properties. 

1. Apply to current lots with less than 20% coverage (current date set by the date of passage of 
the Special Permit) – thus preventing clearance of already built lots. 

2. Prevent as-of-right development that may not be contextual or contributing 
3. Provide  case-by-case development requiring community and Community Board review, 

modifications and approvals
4. Include provisions for permanently affordable units, cultural amenities, art work spaces,  

assisted living facilities or resident social services - as a requirement for increased FAR.
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Economic Development Working Team
Addenda:  Economic Area
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Economic Development Working Team
Addenda:  Historic Designation

Unlike city landmark districts, the state and national 
designations do not restrict property owners from altering (or 
demolishing) their buildings. But the state designation does 
offer tax breaks and incentives for property owners who do 
preservation work, and it will likely be a boon to tourism in 
the area. 

“It’s good for Chinatown and Little Italy because it’s a larger 
framework for both communities to address the issue of 
preservation and the issue of economic development,” Victor 
Papa said. “It will make Little Italy and Chinatown a 
destination point.”

Downtown Express, October 2, 2009

National Register of Historic Places
Chinatown-Little Italy Historic District
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Economic Development Working Team
Addenda: Business, Employment & Wages
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Economic Development Working Team
Addenda:  East of Bowery Tour & Documentation
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Economic Development Working Team
Addenda:  East of Bowery Tour & Documentation
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Economic Development Working Team
Addenda:  East of Bowery Tour & Documentation
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Economic Development Working Team
Addenda:  East of Bowery Tour & Documentation
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Economic Development Working Team
Addenda:  East of Bowery Tour & Documentation
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Economic Development Working Team
Supporting Research & References

Research & References

Allen And Pike Street Pedestrian Malls Community Visioning Process Final Report September 2008.  United Neighbors to 
Revitalize Allen and Pike (UNRAP): Asian
Americans For Equality, Community Board 3, Hester Street Collaborative, Lower East Side BID, Lower East Side 
Tenement Museum, Two Bridges Neighborhood Council, Office of City Council Member Alan J Gerson.  
http://www.hesterstreet.org/documents/allenstudy.pdf

America’s Chinatown:  A Community Plan (Rebuilding Chinatown Initiative (RCI) April 2004), pgs. 13-15. 
http://www.rebuildchinatown.org/doc/RCI_Part1%262.pdf

Asian American Federation of New York - Revitalizing Chinatown Business, May 2008.  
http://www.aafny.org/research/rcb/business%20executive%20summary.pdf

Business Improvement Districts –

http://www.furmancenter.org/files/publications/FurmanCenterBIDsBrief.pdf This is an excellent 
even handed evaluation of BID effectiveness

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Business_improvement_district A pretty well thought-out submission 
that reviews BID’s world-wide.

CAAAV’s Chinatown Justice Project, Converting Chinatown, A report of CAAAV Organizing Asian Communities and the 
Community Development Project of the Urban Justice Center, December 2008, 
http://www.urbanjustice.org/pdf/publications/ConvertingChinatown_dec08.pdf

Chinatown Special Purpose District's) - Chinatown:  Where Tradition Meets Tomorrow, Columbia University Urban Planning 
Studio, 2003.  http://www.rebuildchinatown.org/doc/ColumbiaUnivFullReport2003.pdf
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Economic Development Working Team
Supporting Research & References

Chinatown and Little Italy Historic District – National Register of Historic Places 
http://www.nps.gov/history/nr/feature/asia/2010/chinatown_little_italy_hd.htm

Chinatown Photo Documentation, 2010, provided by Zella Jones
http://picasaweb.google.com/marketxmarket/ChinatownWorkingGroupScopingPhotos?feat=directlink
http://picasaweb.google.com/marketxmarket/ChinatownPreservationTour1?feat=directlink
http://picasaweb.google.com/marketxmarket/CoreTour?feat=directlink
http://picasaweb.google.com/marketxmarket/EconomicZoneTour?feat=directlink

Columbia University Urban Planning Studio, Chinatown Special Purpose District's) - Chinatown:  Where Tradition Meets 
Tomorrow,, 2003.  http://www.rebuildchinatown.org/doc/ColumbiaUnivFullReport2003.pdf

Community Benefit Agreements.  Study Examples – Furmin School, Brooklyn Atlantic Yards, Red Hook; 
New York City Bar Association:  http://www.comptroller.nyc.gov/bureaus/opm/pba/pdf/20071844-
TheRoleofCommunityBenefitAgreementsinNYCLandUseProcess.pdf

Community Benefit District (CBD) Rapidly spreading throughout the country. They exist in San Francisco’s Chinatown area 
and Baltimore’s Waterfront area.

Converting Chinatown, A report of CAAAV Organizing Asian Communities and the Community Development Project of the 
Urban Justice Center, December 2008, pgs 19-21. 
http://www.urbanjustice.org/pdf/publications/ConvertingChinatown_dec08.pdf

Division and East Broadway photographic research: 
http://picasaweb.google.com/marketxmarket/ChinatownWorkingGroupScopingPhotos?feat=directlink

East of Bowery - Working Team Walking Tour and Research of DOB records and registrations. See addenda for table.  
See http://picasaweb.google.com/marketxmarket/ChinatownPreservationTour1?feat=directlink for photographic 
documentation.
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Economic Development Working Team
Supporting Research & References

Empire Zone, City and State Economic Incentives  - Empire Zone program expired in June.  If renewed will probably include 
extension for currently registered participants – no new entities to be added.  A new program is in discussion in Albany.  
New program will not designate specific areas reduced budget for incentives.  New program developing businesses for 
green, tech heavy, research & dev.

Plaza Vending – Outdoor Cultural Venues, RCI Study, pg 13,14 
Pre- and Post-9/11 Look (2000-2005) at Lower Manhattan.  Joseph J. Salvo, Arun Peter Lobo, and Joel A. Alvarez, 

Population Division, New York City Department of City Planning Paper, pgs. 4-5.  
http://home2.nyc.gov/html/dcp/pdf/census/pre_post_911.pdf 

Public Spaces - Allen & Pike Streets: A Community Vision, (Hester St. Collaborative, Project for Public Spaces) 2008; Division 
and East Broadway pg. 37

Revitalizing Chinatown Business,  Asian American Federation, May 2008.  
http://www.aafny.org/research/rcb/business%20executive%20summary.pdf
Sidewalk Cafes - DCA/CPC Sidewalk Café Areas[i]RCI Study, pgs. 5-7, 

http://www.rebuildchinatown.org/doc/RCI_Part1%262.pdf
Sidewalk Café Regulations – Chinatown

Unenclosed Sidewalk cafes prohibited by City Statute on:  
Bowery - from East Broadway to Canal Street
Elizabeth Street - from Bayard Street to Canal Street
Pell Street - the entire length
Mott Street - from Park Row to Canal Street
Mulberry Street - from Worth Street to Canal Street
Bayard Street - the entire length
Doyers Street - the entire length
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Unenclosed Sidewalk cafes prohibited by City Statute on: 
(cont’d)
All streets facing Chatham Square
Canal Street - the entire length
Orchard Street - from Canal Street to Houston Street
Delancey Street - from Norfolk Street to the Bowery

Enclosed sidewalk café’s allowed throughout Chinatown and Lower Eat Side
Locations Where Only Small Sidewalk Cafes Are Permitted
#Small sidewalk cafes# may be located wherever #sidewalk cafes# are permitted, pursuant to Section 14-011 

(Sidewalk café locations). In addition, only #small sidewalk cafes# shall be allowed on the following #streets#, 
subject to the underlying zoning.
Orchard Street - from Canal Street to Houston Street
Delancey Street - from Norfolk Street to the Bowery
Centre Street - from Canal Street to Spring Street
Lafayette Street - from Canal Street to Houston Street
Sixth Avenue - from Canal Street to a line 100 feet south of
Spring Street.

In all special zoning districts, #enclosed# and #unenclosed sidewalk cafes#, other than #small sidewalk cafes# 
pursuant to Section 14-43 (Locations Where Only Small Cafes Are Permitted), shall not be permitted, except as 
indicated in Section 14-44 (Special Zoning Districts Where Certain Sidewalk Cafes Are Permitted).
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Special Purpose Districts - http://www.nyc.gov/html/dcp/html/zone/zh_special_purp_mn.shtml
Little Italy Special District, The Special Little Italy District (LI) was established to preserve and enhance the historic and 

commercial character of this community. Special use regulations protect the retail area along Mulberry Street. 
Other regulations encourage residential rehabilitation and new development on a scale consistent with existing 
buildings, discourage the demolition of noteworthy buildings, and increase the number of street trees in the area.
http://www.nyc.gov/html/dcp/pdf/zone/art10c09.pdf

Special Clinton District (CL), generally between 41st and 58th Streets west of Eighth Avenue, was created to preserve 
and strengthen the residential character of a community bordering midtown, maintain a broad mix of incomes 
and ensure that the community is not adversely affected by new development. Among other provisions, special 
regulations for designated perimeter areas are designed to provide appropriate transitions between the district's 
lower-scale side streets, and the Special Hudson Yards District to the south and the Special Midtown District to the 
east.
http://www.nyc.gov/html/dcp/pdf/zone/art09c06.pdf

TriBeCa Mixed-Use Special District http://www.nyc.gov/html/dcp/pdf/zone/art11c01.pdf

Prepared by Zella Jones on behalf of the Economic Development Working Team


